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seminars :::

April 28-29

Utah Chiropractic Physicians 
Association

Dr. Jeff Ulery 
Mesquite, NV

NW 4-Life 
800-255-3292 

or 505-237-9680

May 4-6 
Basic, Interm. & Adv.

Dr. John Brimhall 
Boston, MA

NW New York 
888-227-5469 

or 845-651-1040

May 12 
Workshop

Dr. Brian Anderson 
Pleasanton, CA

NW Northern California 
877-692-2644 

or 209-543-1914

 Urgent Notice: Toronto, Canada Seminar has been postponed to  
October 13-14, 2007

How using the Computerized Questionnaire, Blood Evaluation and the Six 
Steps Produced the Miracle in a 300 Cholesterol

Dr Ben Bowers,

First let me congratulate you on a first rate program! I started the 
"Doctors Of Wellness" Computerized program right after I saw it 
at homecoming this year. Until recently, I have only been 
interpreting old and recent lab reports from patients, helping them 
understand their bodies and our treatment better. A lot of times 
people don't even know their blood type, let alone what the labs 
are showing them.

This program allows them to not only know what labs were run, 
but what the labs are for. I live and practice in a rural area, which 
limits me to a small network of people. I started working with Lab 
One, using the P.O.C. you have on your training area and she 
passed me on to my area representative and set me up. We are able 
to request labs but are not currently a collection sight. We are 
having a little "education" difficulties with one area collection 
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sight, but that's pretty minimal. It also allows us to show others a 
little of what we do, because "a chiropractor" is requesting labs.

As for one success story, I have a patient that is a 35 year old female that has been closely watching her 
cholesterol for the past several years. Constantly "high," her cholesterol sat at the high 200's and on 
occasion jumped into the 300 range. She therefore was threatened with a prescription that she did not want. 
She told her MD at a cholesterol clinic, that she wanted 6 months to get it down. She was told that they 
would see her "soon." 

We tested her with the Total Health Scan using the Violet/Red 
(DermaLaser) challenge. We used two scoops of Total Green twice per 
day, B complex, Homocysteine Redux and other appropriate Nutri-West 
nutrition e.g. Total Lipotrophic along with all Six Steps and the Doctors 
of Wellness computerized program.

We did A/SERT, Emotional work with Feelings Buried Alive and the 
DermaLaser, R.E.S.T, guided imagery and of course used the Adjustor 
and Percussor techniques along with all the rest of the six steps. 

I can not only show her improvement, 
but prove it! From Feb 2007 to April 2007 her total cholesterol went 
from 311 to 234, LDL went from 244 to 173, and HDL's stayed the 
same. Triglycerides went from 95 to 70 which are both considered 
optimal. The tests helped her and us to realize where we had made 
great strides and where we still have some room for improvement in 
the LDL's. It also shows all of us we are definitely on the right track! 
Even the MD that had no hope for her without medication.

We have been doing the Brimhall work for right under 2 years now, 
and it is true "We see miracles daily." It is good to see it on paper and 
be able to prove it as well! 

Dr David Lee came up with, "Your body, Your health, Your choice" and I reiterate this to my patients all 
of the time. 

I know that this patient is comfortable with her healthcare choices. The questionnaire and the computerized 
profile, with the printout help me with my recommendations, and her, with her decisions. 

Thank you!

Yours in Health & Wellness,

Joseph J Pilsl II, D.C. 
Marysville Chiropractic Wellness Center  
104 S. 11th 
Marysville, Kansas 66508 
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A Word From Dr. Brimhall

We cannot be robbed from our freedom!

The FDA is proposing things that would disassemble the natural wellness 
industry as we know it. Please look over the following, its VERY important. I 
have combined two of the emails I've received, the second has the actual FDA 
"guidance" that is being proposed. I've called some of the phone numbers listed 
and they are real. Here is an excerpt of what is being proposed:

his means, for example, if a person decides to produce and sell raw vegetable 
juice for use in juice therapy to promote optimal health,that product is a food 
subject to the requirements for foods in the Act and FDA regulations, including 
the hazard analysis and critical control point (HACCP) system requirements for juices in 21 CFR part 120. 
If -the juice therapy is intended for use as part of a disease treatment regimen instead of for the general 
wellness, the vegetable juice would also be subject to regulation as a drug under the Act.

Even massage lotion could be regulated. This is really serious. Time is short. We have until April 30 to 
provide feedback to the FDA. Please copy and paste this and send to your email list. 

These are the two links that are recommended for email contact:

http://tinyurl.com/2u7ghc

Additionally, I would recommend calling and writing federal legislators, see http://www.nea.org/lac/
writing.html  for how to do this. The Dietary Supplement Health & Education Act (DSHEA) needs 
defending. Note: Phone calls and letters rate over an email.

"Freedom is lost when good men do nothing."

Dr. John

Dr. Brimhall's Health Puzzle Piece is a weekly email newsletter distribution that has been brought to you by the collaborative 
efforts of the Brimhall Wellness Team. All newsletters are published and available at www.BrimhallPuzzlePiece.com a 
division of Health Path Products, LLC.

The above statements have not been evaluated by the FDA. The nutritional information, suggestions, and research provided 
are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent disease and should not be used as a substitute for sound medical advice. 
Please see your health care professional in all matters pertaining to your physical health.
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